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We Discover Lee OSWALD in Mexico City

CIA Aid produce one very significant piece of information on Lee 

OSWALD "before he shot President Kennedy. On 1 October 1£63> our Mexico 

City Station intercepted a telephone call Lee OSWALD made fros someplace 

in Mexico City to the Soviet Embassy there,, using his own satsaa* Speaking 

broken Russian and using his true none., OSWALD was talking to the Eabassy 

guard, 03YSDK07, who often answers the phone. OSWALD said he had visited 

the Sahassy the previous Saturday (23 Septeraber 1$63) sad spoken to a 

consul whose na&ae he had forgotten, and who had proraised to send a tele- 

gras for hia to Washington. Be wanted to know if there were "anything 

new." She guard said if the consul was dark it was (Teleriy Vladairovich) 

KOSTIKDT. The guard checked with someone else and said that the message 

had gone out but no answer had been received. Ee then hang up.

This piece of information yas produced from a telephone tsp center 

which we operate Jointly with the office of the President of Mexico. It
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1g highly secret and not known to Mexican security and law enforcement 

officials, who have their own center. Our joint center produces great 

masses of telephone intercepts which are transcribed and reviewed by our 

sraall staff in Mexico City. 33y 9 October, the OSWALD telephone conversa

tion of 1 October had been transcribed and a summary of it cabled to 

Washington. lhe naw Lee OSWALD meant nothing special to our Mexico 

City Station, but in their report they did Judge him to be an American 

nale.

The cabled report was received in Washington on 9 October and. checked 

in our files, where it was ixamediately noted that the Lee OSWALD phoning 

the Soviet Embassy in Mexico City was probably the Lee OSWALD who had 

defected to the Soviet Union in 1959 and returned, to the USA in 1962. On 

10 October 19o3> the day after the report from Mexico City, CIA Headquarters 

sent out a cabled report about Lee OSWALD*a phone call to the Soviet 

Eahassy; the report went to the FBI, the Department of State (because 

OSWALD was a US citizen), and to the Eavy Department (because he was a 

forsser Marine.) The cabled report to these agencies highlighted the

^CaUil.i.4
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liklihood that the Lee OSWALD nentioneu was probably the Tanner defector* 

A copy of this same cable was delivered by hand to the Jbaaigration and 

Naturalization Service, with which we have no cable link* The saae day 

a long cable went out to Maxice City informing our Station of the back

ground of defector Lee OSWALD and asking for more infcxrsation* Cur Station 

was instructed to pass its inforsatlon on the phone call to the Mexico 

City offices of the FBI, the Embassy, the Naval Attache, and the Imigra- 
l

tion and Naturalization Service* This was done*

In its original report of 9 October, Mexico City had said it had a 

photograph of an apparent American sale leaving the Soviet Embassy bn 

1 October 1963, the day OSWALD phone there* A very sensitive operation 

in Mexico City provides ns with secretly taken photographs of many but not 

all visitors to the Soviet Embassy there, taken with telephoto lenses* . . 

Accordingly* wa cabled the Savy Department on 2U October 1963 asking for 

a photograph of Lee OSWALD from his Marine Corps days so we could cotspare 

photos. We had not received this photograph by 22 November 19^3, but in 

any event, it turned out that the nan photographed outside the Soviet
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Embassy was not OSWALD anyway. As chance* would have it> nona of our 

seyeral photo obsesation points in ifexico City had. ever taken an Identi

fiable -picture of Lea OSWALD.

Our 1'exico City Station very often produces information like this

on US citizens contacting Soviet bloc embassies in Mexico City, Frequently

the information we get is extremely incriminating, and on one or two ।
I I 

occasions we have even been able to apprehend and return to the USA !

American military personnel who are attempting to defect • In all such

cases, our Headquarters desk requests and obtains the special permission of

the Deputy Director for Plans to pass the derogatory infcreation on a US

citizen to other government agencies. Derogatory information on. Americans

is not treated routinelyj in each case the DU? or his Assistant personally

scrutinise th© inf carnation, rank© sure it is credible, and. decide whether and
i

to whoa it will be passed. Only in absolute emergencies is the Mexico City
z* ■ ■■-..■>. j

Station authorized to pass such infccraation directly to th© FBI office in

the U.S. Embassy.

At this writing (13 December 1$63) we do not know what action the FBI



and other agencies say have taken based on our report. We nuroise that the

FBI raay have xsade local checks through Ifexican authorities to see if

Lee OSWALD was actually in Mexico City on 1 October. Indeed, later in

vestigation has confirraad all the details of his trip, where he stayed, 

and what he did. To avoid crossing lines with the FBI, our Mexico Station 

undertook no local investigation of its own. As we tsom know, OSWALD left 

Mexico on 3 October and was no longar there when our report was put ewt. .

• Since this telephone tap operation is a Joint one with the Mexican 

Presidency, the Mexicans also had the 1 October intercept on Lee OSWALD, 

but it apparently slnsbered in their files until the assassination took 

place.

22 Woveober 1963

When word of the shooting of President Kennedy reached the offices 

of cur operating divisions and staffs on the afternoon of Friday 22 Herves- 
• * 

her 1963, transistor radios were turned on everywhere to follow the 

tragedy. When the name of Lee OSWALD was heard, the effect was electric.

A phone message fresa the FBI cane at about the same tine, naming OSWALD
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as ths possible assassin and asking for traces. The message Xias passed

on at once by the Chief CI, Mr. Angleton, to Mr* Birch O‘Keal of his

Special Investigations Unit. Mrs. Betty Bgeter of this Unit taaediately

irecognized the naae of Lee OSWALD and went for his file. At the sane |

i
ttee, Mrs. Bustos of the Mexico Desk, who had written our first feport on .j 

l i
OSWALD on 10 October recognized the nase fraa radio reports and went ■

after the sasse file. Mr. Reichhardt, Mexico Desk Chief, who was hoee on 

leave, heard the news and phoned in a reminder that wo had something on ।
* . i

OSWALD. While we were preparing a cable to Mexico City asking them for |

jaore inf Croatian on OSWALD, Mexico City itself heard OSWALD’S name on the 

Voice of America broadcast and cabled to us a reoincar of the irfcreation 

the Station had sent in on him. '

For the next week, a dozen people in the Agency were continuously

engaged. in handling incoming messages on the case, writing reports to be 

cabled out, tracing the naxaes mentioned, and researching files. Within a 

week, 2? cabled reports had gone cut to the White Bouse, the State Depart

ment, and the FBI. Many cables of guidance and inquiry had been sent to
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our oversees stations, and many places of information on OSWALD and his
I i 

wife had been received back. The Mexico City Station researched its I
i l

telephone taps very thoroughly and can© up with several more conversations j

probably involving C8WALD, but not actually mentioning this case; these

connected bin also to the Cuban Consulate in Mexico City. Several Mexicans

were arrested and questioned about his activities, giving a good picture i
i 
I

of what he vss really Up to. Many conferences were held with the FBI i

liaison officer who asked us for certain actions and passed us information.

from the FBI investigation. On the nintis side, a host of fabricators,

eoe» anonymous, bombarded overseas embassies with spirddus tips on the case,

Bost of which we investigated. All of these are soon discredited, but they

ere still casing in.

During this phase of our work, we served primarily in support of th® 
' 5

FBI, which was entrusted by the President with the Jaajor responsibility for

the investigation. The FBI was too busy to supply us with much of its

cwn Information, but answers were given to specific questions we posed to

assist our investigation. The Department of State did photograph its entire

. . ' ' 
v^.Uii.2. aj ,

.4- 
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file ou OSWALD and pass them to us, and the FBI gave us a copy of the 

Soviet Consular file on OSWALD which bad been publicly given by the Soviet 

Ambassador to the Secretary of State. On Friday 6 Dscesber 1jX>3> Deputy 

Attorney General Katzanbach invited us to review the FBI’s comprehensive 

report on the case to nsaks sura our sources were not jeopardized and. that 

our infOiraation was correctly quoted. We found the report highly 

interesting and no threat to our security, as long as it was read only 

tty the authorised investigative bodies.

After the first few days, the CIA investigation of the case was

V handled at Headquarters by a small staff usually charged with investigation 

and analysis of the most important security cases, and by a fes officers 

and analysts of our Western Hemisphere Division.

Deports From Mexico

As soon as cur Kaxico City Station realized that Lee OSWALD was the 

prime suspect, it began re-sereening ell the written telephone transcripts 

in its files covering the Soviet Embassy for the pertinent period. She 

actual tapes were also reviewed, but nany of then had been erased after the 



normal two weeks wait. Several calls belisvsd to Involve OSWALD were 

discovered and their contents cabled to Washington, where they were 

disBecdnated to the White House, the State Departeent, the Pedaral 

Bureau a£ Investigation.

OSWALD’S naxae was not actually mentioned in these additional calls, 

but similsrity of speech and varices plain points of content link them 

to bin. These calls are suEssarized below in chronological order.
&

They cover the period freaa 27 September 1563 to 3 October 1563 > the whole 

span of OSWALD’S visit to Mexico City as later learned from travel records.

27 Seetenber - A man phones the Soviet Military Attache aid 

says he needs a visa to go to Odessa. Man answering says he should call 

15-5O--55 and ask for the Consul. Caller asks for the address, and it io 

given to him. (There is no special reason for linking this call to OSWALD.)

27 gepteaber, 4tO5 PM - The Cuban Consulate phoned the Soviet' 

Consulate. Silvia Duran, Mexican national clerk of the Cuban Consulate 

talked to a Soviet official, saying that a xsale American citizen was at the 

Cuban Consulate asking for a transit visa to pass through Cuba on his way
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to the Soviet Union. She -wants to know to whoa he talked in the Soviet

Consulate and who told hin he would have no problea about it. If a Soviet

visa is assured, the Cuban Consulate can grant him a transit visa and

sioply notify Cuban imigration authorities. The Soviet first asks her
c i 

I

to wait* and. then she has to explain the whole thing over again to another

Soviet official* who takes her telephone umber and prooises to call her
.I

back. Silvia DU3AS concludes this call by telling the Soviet she herself |
i 
i. • J

has moved end gives her new address for the Soviet Embassy bulletin. Be M
I

asks her to phone (Sergey Semenovich) KUKEARSHKO (Second Secretary who puts

out the Bulletin) to give him the new address and be asks who the Cuban

Cultural Attache is. Silvia DURAH gives the Attache’s name as Teresa

BRCEKZA and adds her telephone number. "
i

27 September, k*.26 ?M - A Soviet official calls Silvia. DUBAB
• > z

hack end tells her that the ‘’American" had been to see the Soviet’s and *

shown them a letter from the Soviet Consulate in Washington indicating that

he had been waiting for visas for himself and his wife to go to the Soviet

Union for a long time, but that no answer had cone froa Washington, adding
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that the wait waa secetlBses four or five aonths* The '’American” had 

shown the Soviets a letter showing he was a cieaber of an organisation in 

favor of Cuba and had claimed that the Cubans could not give his a visa 

without a Russian visa* Silvia DUBAI! rejoins that they have the saaa 

problem* the "American" is still at the Consulate* they cannot give bin a 

transit visa unless he is assured of a Soviet visa, even though he Just 

wants to go to Cuba toVlait there for his Soviet visa to be granted* He' 

does net know anyone in Cuba* They end the conversation on this note* 

Silvia DURA3 says that ehe will note this oa his “card," and the Soviet 

concludes by saying, "Besides be is not known*” Ee excuses himself* for the 

Ineonvenieace he has caused and Silvia DllRAB says it is all right*

28 September ~ Silvia DURAN calls the Soviet Ejabassy from the 

Cuban Consulate* She says that she has the American with her again* Bae . 

Soviet answering asks her to wait* When another Soviet takes up ths phone, 

Silvia puts th© Arssrican on* The American tries to talk Russian to the 

Soviet who answers in English* The American aks hist to speak Russian* The 

American says that he had been in the Soviet Embascy and spoken with the

. ■ \;. • i> ’
* •..»■»• ; A-’-r. ‘l t
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Consul, and that they had taken his address. The Soviet replies that he 

knows that. The American then says, somewhat enigEatically: WI did not 

know It than. X vent to the Cuban Embassy to ask then for ray address 

because they have it.” The Soviet invites Lira to stop by again and give 

thea the address, and the American agrees to do so* (In this conversation, 

the Aaericaa was speaking hardly recognizable Russian.)

As far as oar records show, OSWALD did not phone the Soviet or Cuban 
»

Babasaies again until Tuesday 1 October 1963. Ths intervening days «er» a 

Sunday and a Monday. lbs contents of his later calls seen to shew be 

did not contact the Soviets on those days.

1 October, 10i31 AM - A Ban calls the Soviet military Attache in 

broken Russian and says he had been at their place the previous Saturday 

(28 Septeaber) and talked to their Consul, They had said they would send • 

a telsjirtBs to Washington, and he wanted to know if there were anything new. 

The Soviets ask him to call another phone nmber end gives him 15-60-55, say

ing to ask for a Consul.

1 October 10:^5 AM - (This is the phons call in which OSWALD

W?p£TviiU u*Ll_ /A
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• .Ti 5^7.

V« *-5 ui k h t

used his true na»e and which was therefore cabled to Washington on 9

October 1963.) Lea OSWALD called the Soviet j2abassy and. announced his |

own nss&f saying ho had visited then the previous Saturday and spoken

with a Consul. They had said they weald send a telegraa to Washington,

and he wanted to know if there were anything new. Be did net reneaber

the muse of the Consul. The Soviet, who was Embassy guard Q3XSD20V
i

replied: "XDSTIZD7; he is dark." OSWALD replied: "Yea, xny naae is !
I 
!

OSWALD." The Soviet excused hisself for a ninuta and then said they i
i

hadn’t received anything yet. OSWALD asked if they hadn’t done anything I
. I

’ ■ !
and the guard replied they had sent a request but that nothing had been ,

i
received as yet." OSWALD started to say: "And what...", but the Soviet

hung up. ;
■ j

3 October 1963 - A nan speaking broken Spanish at first ansi then' 4

English phoned the Soviet Military Attache and asked about a visa. The

Attache’s office referred hin to th© consulate, giving the rranker 15-60-55.

The caller wrote it down. The attache official shrugged, off another

i

C ’̂pp^T.
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question about whether the caller could get a visa, and the conversation 

ended* (There is no special reason to tie this in with OSWALD, who is now 

known to have re-entered the US at Laredo the ease day*)

Since the operation through which we tap the Soviet Embassy phones 

in Mexico City is raansged. Jointly with the office of the President of 

Mexico, the infbrraation on Lea OSWALD also case to the attention of 

President LOTSZ Mateos after 22 Eoveaber. The next day, 23 Hoveaiber, he , 

called it to the attention of our Chief of Station, who was already 

working feverishly on the case* Similarly, the Mexicans noticed the 

involvement of Cuban Consular employee Silvia DUBAB, a Mexican national* 

Our Station suggested that she be arrested and interrogated about OSWALD * 

The Mexican authorities had the saraa idea and she and her husband were 

arrested on 23 November 19&3, in the midst of a party at their heaa* AH 
» ‘ 

the guests were soon released but Silvia and her husband were questioned 

and released on 25 Scnreaber 19&3*

Silvia’s husband, Horacio DURAB Bavarro, an industrial designer, 

said under police in'terro.jation that when OSWALD was nawed as the assassin
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of President Kennedy, his wife had recognized the name ana recalled, she 

had waited on OSWALD 'when he caxse to apply for a Cuban transit visa;

he remembered she had said she dealt with the Soviet Consulate as veil 

to find out whether he had a Soviet visa* Horacio DURAN recalled his wife 

had said OSWALD becaos angry end she had to call out ths Cuban Consul, 

Eusebio AZCUE, to quiet hicu

Silvia DUSAH told the same story. She was a leftist sympathizer with 

Wba and had worked for the Kcxican-Cuhan Institute of Cultural Halations. 

She recalled OSWALD well, described bixa accurately*; related how he had 

wanted a Cuban visa but could not get one without the assurance of a Soviet 

visa> end zemesibared his tiff with the Consul. She admitted she had phased 

the Soviet Embassy about him.

' The sum total ©f the statements of Silvia DURAN and her husband was • 

to confirm that OSWALD was in Mexico to L'et a Cuban visa so ha could wait 

in Cuba for his Soviet visa. Th© Soviet Consular file passed to the State 

Department in Washington by the Soviet Embassy confirms a long exchange 

between first; Jtrs. Marina OSWALD, and later her husband; and the Soviet
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Consulate in Washington about their requests for permission to return to 

the Soviet Union* OSWALD was still ■writing to the Soviets in Washington 

about this as lata as 9 Movesaber 1963.

Silvia DUBAN was arrested again on 2/ Soveabar and held until 29 

Hoveaber* She told essentially the ease story over again*

Wall-placed sources within the Cuban Embassy in I-fexLco City stated 

that when Silvia DURA3 was released frm police arrest the first time on 

25 Moreober, she was quite pleased with herself* She told her colleagues 

the saiae story set out above, adding only that the Mexican police had 

threatened to extradite her to the United States to confront Lee Harvey 

OStSAlD* The reaction ■within the Cuban Embassy to the news of President 

Kennedy’s death was scobre. To date, there is no^ credible information in 

CIA files which would appear to link Lea OSWALD with the Cuban govermsent 

or the Cuban intelligence service*

The whole question of whether Lee OSWALD had any secret connection 

■with the Soviets or Cubans in Mexico cannot yet be answered, but certain 

parts of the evidence indicate to the contrary* Silvia DUBA17 and the



Soviet Consular officials spoka of him as a ma with "no friends In Cuba" 

on the one hand, and as a man not "knwn" in the Soviet Habassy, on the 

other. The very openness of his visits and the phone calls speak against any 

secret role. His trip to Eexico v&s not itself a secret act; he traveled 

under his real name or a close variant of it, lived openly la ^eadcan 

hotels, and corrasponded with the Soviets through the open nailS about 

it when he got back to the US. Ms trip to Mexico was apparently made 

necessary because it was the nearest Cuban diplomatic installation where 

he could apply few a visa.

A perplexing aspect of OSWALD’S trafficking with the Cubans and.

Soviets in N-exico City is his assertion in his call of 23 September that he 

did. vet know his address when he was at the Soviet Consulate and casta to 

the Cuban Consulate because they had it. It is hard to explain Just what 

he meant, but it should ba reaseabered that he was talking in Bnssian, a 

languages he could not isanage, and that when he case to Mexico he was in the 

process of moving from New Orleans ti> Texas,. He may not have memorized 

his new address in Texas, whatever it was, and may not have been able to
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lay hands on it when ha was in the Soviet Consulate that day. ferhaps 

he had earlier given the address to Silvia DUBAB and -wanted to lock it 

up on her card*

A particularly sinister aspect of OSWALD*s dealings with the Soviets
i

in Mexice City arises from the liklihood that he net with Soviet Consul ;
।Valeriy Vladimirovich KOSTIKOV. In his 1 October phene call to the I

i
Soviet Embassy, the guard OBZSISDV suggests that the Consul OSWALD had I

I 
I

talked to was K06TEJDV if he was dark. OSWALD seems to agree with this, ;
i

but the identification is very casual. In his 9 Kovember letter to the !
i

i
Soviet Consulate in Washington, OSWALD gives the name of the raan he'dealt

with aa t*KD3HS,n but there is no person of that exact nasse in the Soviet ;

Eabassy in Mexico City. KOSTIKOV is accredited as a Consular Attache and ’j
■ •■. !

does actually do a lot of consular work, but ba is believed to ba a !
A

Soviet KGB officer, and it is believed that he works for Department 13 of i
i

the KGB, the Department charged with sabotage and assassinations. The 

suspicion that KOSTIKOV io a KGB officer arose from his work habits,, and 

his association with other KGB officers. It was hardened. when it was

/
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found that he handled a Soviet agant who was trained to do sabotage

work and that he turned this agent over to another KG3 officer who is

definitely known to work for the 13 th Department. It is generally true 

in KGB work that sabotage agents are handled only by 13'^partment 

officers.

Embassy guard Ivan Ivanovich 0HZEDXOT is hiraself believed to be a

KGB can. from previous assignments as a bodyguard and suxaillant. But 

unless so®, Street evlfenes of SoYleJ Multeity 13 ttscovered, it la J

most likely that OSWALD’S dealing with KGB men OBISDKOT and KCSEKOV was 

nothing more than a grim coincidence, a coincidence due in part to the |

iSoviet habit of placing intelligence men in the Embassies in positions 

where they receive a large portion of the visitors and phone calls. All ;

of the five consular officers in ths Soviet Embassy are known or suspected.
* 

intelligence officers. Certainly if OSWALD had been a Soviet agent in

training for an assassination assignment or even far sabotage work, the

Soviets would have stopped him freaa making open visits and phone calls to 

the Soviet Embassy in Mexico after he tried it a couple of times. Our
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experience in Mexico, studying the Soviet intelligence service at close

range, indicates that they do make some mistakes and are sometimes insecure 

in their methods, but that they do not persist in such glaring errors• i
■ !

Sotse insight on the Cuban attitude toward the arrest of Silvia-JMSUUS ■•;
!

and the involvesaent of the Cuban Consulate in the OSWALD case can be ;

gained from two intercepted phone calls made between Cuban President
! • i

Osvaldo DOSTICO3 and Cuban Ambassador to Mexico Joaquin ESJ3HAIECSZ Arraas on
I 
!

26 onpvember 19o3^ the day after Silvia DURAH was released ftromi her first . I

arrest. At 0£:kO AM that rasmirg, President DOKTICOS phoned the Ambassador 
i

from Havana and asked him several questions about a report which tha

Ambassador had sent in on the arrest of Silvia DUBAN and the Lee. OSWALD

case. The whole conversation is consistent with the theory that OSWALD

merely wanted a visa. He Ambassador did mention the altercation which
A

OSWALD had with Consul AZCIS, and he says that Jfexican police bruised 
. •

Silvia DUBAH’s arms a little shaking her to impress her with the importance

of their questions. They had asked her if she had been intimate with

OSWALD and she had denied it. President DORTICCS twice asked Ambassador

<7
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■ • * • • • •* , i

HSS21A1ILBS2; whether the 1-lexican police had asked Silvia. DUHAH questions 

about **b:oney, ** and the President apparently wanted to know whether the 

Mexicans thought the Cubans had paid OSWALD rsonay. nSBaAHOSZ insisted 

the t^exicana hai. not offered Silvia DUBAN money, and. B03TXC03 gave

trying to put across hia point* President DOBTICG3 instructed 

HBBSAiiESZ to keep on questioning Silvia DURAIf and to phone hia back.

At 7:39 that evening Ambassador HBJSiArlDSZ did call President 

DOBTICOS back, saying he had questioned "that person** again. and she has 

nothing new to add. President DGRTICCS returns to the issue of whether 

"they had threatened her so that she would make a statsaaent that the 

Consulate had given money to the xaan****that American.** But AubassaAccr 

ESKSAHISSZ persists in cdsunderstanding DORSICOS, answes in the negative, 

and says: "Absolutely nothing was given to her.** DOKEICCS seeos to give 

up, and the conversation dies out after a few nore general remarks.

We do not know for sure what cade President DORTICCS press for infosna- 

tion about Cuban tsoney passed to OSWALD, but rteaers vert? current in Maxico 

and even, we understand, in the USA, that OSWALD had returned frees Eweieo
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City with about $5>OCO. Perhaps DOHTICOS was trying to learn whether 

the Mexican police believed that the Cubans had financed OSWALD. In any 

event; the Cuban Goverxaaent sent the l&xicans a stiff note of protest 

over the arrest and detention of Silvia DUBAN, but the Mexicans 

rejected the note.


